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ger and Pat de la Harpe.
The book is a winner, even

though wild dogs are not to every-
one’s taste in the beauty stakes.
Their comic satellite ears are
endearing, but there’s something
primeval about their unwavering
stare and the disproportionately
huge number of teeth.

The De la Harpes adore them
and have spent the past few years
tracking them in several game
parks and sanctuaries where their
small populations are concen-
trated. Wild dogs have had a bad
rap for too long, they say, and they
hope this book will boost their
public image.

Guestimates put their popula-
tion at between 3 000 and 5 500,
with only 500 in SA. We found ours
just acrossthe border in Botswana,
where the luxurious Mashatu
game lodge in Northern Tuli Game
Reserve has a pack of its own.

Much of the book was shot
from Mashatu, and since the alpha
female had recently produced a
litter the dogs were easy to find at
their temporary den. In a few days
the pups will be strong enough for
the pack to abandon the camp and
return to its usual nomadic
lifestyle, Roger tells us.

I watch as they loll about and
roll over, swatting and nuzzling
each other. It’s too hot to do much
else, and they were lazy after a kill
that morning.

The pups had their fill too as
the adults regurgitated the meat
for a second-hand ser ving.

Roger tells us the dogs kill by
chasing their prey until it tires,
then leap at its stomach and
disembowel it on the run. Watch-
ing an impala trip over its own
intestines as it bleeds to death isn’t
pretty, he says, but it’s much more
efficient than the lion’s brutish
tactic of suffocating its prey.

Pat ’s writing covers the efforts
being made to grow their
populations and highlights the
difficulties in achieving that. The
lingering perception that they’re
brutes still sees some farmers
shoot them. Since they have no
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fixed abode they roam over vast
tracts of land, and fences and bor-
der posts diminish their freedom.
Rabies and diseases caught from
domestic animals occasionally
decimate their numbers.

Conservation measures include
collaring some dogs to track their
movements and better under-
stand their land needs. Adults
from other areas are being intro-
duced into different packs, to
strengthen a group that is too
small to survive and to diversify
the gene pool so in-breeding
doesn’t turn them all barking mad.
Although when they romp around
in a particularly fierce display and
let rip with their surprisingly
dainty tweets and twitters, you’d
be forgiven for thinking they’re
already bonkers.

The book also covers the his-
tory of the dogs, which can trace
their ancestors back for millions of
years. That explains that primeval
glint in their eyes, I reckon.

A few million years ago Planet
Earth was no place for sissy breeds
like the stegosaurus.

B ACK in modern-day Tuli,
Mashatu lodge has far more
to offer than wild dogs. The

sight of 100-plus elephants
ambling past in a pachyderm
parade is astonishing. I watch in
awe as countless huge beasts plod
by our vehicle, which is hemmed
in against the steep bank they are

NOT ALL FUN AND
GAMES: Wild dogs at
play. The animals are
nothing like the hyena,
with which they’re often
compared — for starters,
they kill their own food,
and live in co-operative
family groups. Picture:
ROGER DE LA HARPE

waddling up. For a second I won-
der what will happen if they turn
nasty, but we are with elephant
whisperer Jeanetta Selier, and if
she isn’t worried, nether am I.

We drive on for a close
encounter with some lions, who
are so engrossed in trying to dig up
a warthog that they allow us to
park only 10m aw ay.

Lion paws aren’t designed for
digging, and feeling their frustra-
tion I offer to grab a shovel and
show them how to do it. These
lions look so placid I expect them
to step aside and let me in. I like
my wildlife to be a little wilder,
quite honestly, and to at least look
a little threatening, even if it’s only
for the cameras.

A couple of hours later the
warthog is unearthed, and
instantly ripped into several dif-
ferent steaks. I guess lions expend
their energy on the easiest target,
which makes six people in a fast-
moving vehicle too taxing to
contemplate. Their attention
would have pricked up had some
of our more energetic colleagues
ridden by on their bicycles. Back at
Mashatu the cyclists admit to a
certain frisson of fear when they
heard the lions roar, and their
guide told them to discreetly turn
around and pedal away.

That night everyone at the
lodge is shocked out of sleep by a

lion roar, interspersed with the
cackling of hyenas. In the morning
a ranger tells us the lions had
made a kill, and were defending
their turf as scavengers tried to
encroach on their feast.

Wild dogs are also harried by
hyenas from time to time, but Pat
points out the y’re not related, so
people who tar these painted
wolves as scavenging lowlife do
them a disservice. Hyenas follow
the principal of every beast for
himself, but wild dogs rely on
teamwork to kill, rear the pups
and care for each member of the
pack. No other animals love their
pups as much as wild dogs, Roger
says, and although only the alpha
pair will breed, every adult
nurtures the pups in one big
extended family.

In Search of the African Wild
Dog is the 19th book from the De la
Harpes, and they say it was their
most difficult because of the
elusive nature of the dogs and
their shrinking populations. I’m
sure it’s true, but as the models roll
over and pose for the paparazzi
again, you can’t help thinking that
nature can be awfully obliging.

■ The writer was hosted by
Mashatu Game Reserve and
Sunbird Publishers,
www.mashatu.com,
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PACHYDERM PARADE: Elephants feel right at home in Botswana’s Northern Tuli Game Reserve, which boasts a wide variety of
wildlife; right, guides in a surreal, lunar landscape and a bleak baobab tree at Mashatu. Pictures: LESLEY STONES


